
 Sit together and play whatever instruments or musical toy you 
have in the house. Play along to some of your favourite songs. 
Enjoy a lovely 1 to 1 time. Explore all the different sounds you 
can make, allow your child make a choice of an instrument.  

 Try bouncing a ball/ beans/ rice on a drum/ baking tin or rolling 
bells/ shakers over the drum to make new sounds. You could 
also explore how loud/quiet or fast/slow you can play.  

 Try listening to different music together each day and allow 
your child express their likes/ dislikes.  

 Sit in the garden and listen to the different sounds you hear. 
You can look around and see if you can find any items you can 
make sounds with, eg. tap a stick on a door, drop pebbles on a 
garden table, etc.  

 Which household objects can you use to make music? You can 
try banging wooden spoons on the bottom of pans/ pots, tap-
ping metal spoons, making scratching sounds on items, shaking 
a jar/ box of pasta/ beans/ rice, etc.  

 Try Intensive Interaction during which you have an instrument 
each. Listen and respond to any sound your child makes just as 
you would if you were having a verbal conversation.  

 You can have fun dancing/ moving to music, joining in with 
some of these tunes. You can model to your child some of the 
actions. Most of all, have fun! :)  
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=668VCguM_-E  
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=FGrnC1K3D7c  
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=F2XVfTzel8E  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwT5oX_mqS0  

 Make your own musical bottles/ tins, by filling them empty 
bottles up with different items, eg. pasta, beans, sand, metal 
bells, water. Have fun making different sounds.  

A1 Music Activities  
 

Have fun trying some of the following musical activities with your child. You can adapt each idea to 
make it accessible and engaging for your child.  

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=668VCguM_-E
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=FGrnC1K3D7c
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=F2XVfTzel8E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwT5oX_mqS0

